Abstract. In this paper, methodologies are presented for the development of intelligent robot systems for the manipulation of linear and sheet like objects with low and/or very low bending rigidity. In the introduction the non-rigid objects are defined and classified considering their shape, bending rigidity and extensibility. The industrial and service applications of these systems are presented and the state of the art approaches for the manipulation of various categories of the nonrigid objects are presented. A brief State-of the-Art on the manipulation of the deformable objects with relatively low bending rigidity and presenting elastic behavior like foam, sheet metal is presented as well. The main part of the paper is devoted to the robotic manipulation of the sheet-like objects with very low rigidity such as fabrics and leather. Laboratory demonstrators accompany the presentation of the developed intelligent robotic systems for manipulation of non-rigid objects and the paper concludes with hints for the future directions of the research and development in robotic systems for handling non-rigid objects.
Introduction
Deformable or non-rigid objects are the objects that deform "easily" along (about) all directions or some directions. A high or very high number of state variables are required to represent their state. Some of them are sheets or flexible rods with almost zero bending rigidity such as fabrics, leathers, and strings and other objects with low to medium bending rigidity such as paper, foam, fish, sheet metal or meat fillet. Deformable objects could be elastic or plastic. In this paper we exclude the handling of plastic objects since if they undergone a plastic deformation then their behavior is very close to the rigid objects. So the carton folding to make boxes for packaging is not considered in this paper. The development of robotic systems for handling deformable objects requires the synergy of researchers from different disciplines integrating technologies such as sensing, perception, cognition, intelligence, control and mechanical design since these systems are really the most representative mechatronic ones. A rather recent survey on the methodologies for the manipulation of flexible objects could be found in [1] , where the planning strategies are categorized according to the type of manipulation goal: path planning, folding/unfolding, topology modifications and assembly. The developed approaches so far for robotic manipulation of deformable objects are based either on multisensory feedback or on geometrical/physical models of these objects or on both of them. Intelligent multisensory robot control systems combine vision with force and tactile sensors to determine the configuration (state) of the flexible object during manipulation. An extended review on the modeling of the deformable objects was presented too [1] . Methods appeared for modeling volumetric, planar (sheet-like) and linear deformable objects either undergone elastic or plastic deformation or reversible behavior (cloths or ropes). Simulation of soft tissues behavior was presented by Delingette [2] , while meat modelling was elaborated in Pascal Institute, Clermont University [3] based on geometry by MRI and physics using mass-spring models as well as finite element methods. Even a perfect model could be obtained, it suffers from high dimensionality and the simulating is time-consuming and very sensitive to parameters, so models are not appropriate for real time manipulation or controller design. Wada et al [4] built a coarse model of deformable objects suitable for their robotic manipulation and developed a control method robust to the discrepancy between the object and its model. Models of string like objects based on differential geometry were elaborated for robotic grasping and motion planning towards knotting [5] . Model free or reduced model methods appeared in the relevant literature. Reduction of the high dimensionality by selecting a reasonable number of appropriate state variables or based on gravity and auxiliary equipment collision, like table sliding or placement, was used to facilitate the robotic manipulation of the very low rigidity deformable objects. Simplified deformation models presented without taking into account mechanical properties based on Computer Graphics approaches. Manipulation of low bending rigidity objects. The deformable objects of this category are volumetric, since their thickness is not very low compared to the other dimensions of the objects or are metal or plastic sheets and normally these objects present elastic behavior, so their state could be represented by a relatively low number of state variables or could be easily modeled. Approaches appeared for the manipulation of sheet form objects with low rigidity such as foam sheet based on the integration of visual tracking and shape reconstruction with a physical modeling of the materials and their deformations as well as action learning techniques [6] . A method for the automatic control deformations of elastic objects in a model-free manner proposed in [7] . Their work is based on two new visual servoing approaches to explicitly servo-control elastic deformations, where the developed kinematic controller lies in its uncalibrated behavior, so their adaptive methods do not require the prior identification of the object's deformation model and the camera's intrinsic/extrinsic parameters. Another study [8] addressed the problem of vibration control of an elastic metallic long beam with very low thickness and low width, which is transposed by an industrial robot. This was founded on AutoRegressive with eXogenous (ARX) stochastic modelling of the robot-beam system based exclusively on experimental data under normal operating conditions providing thus a realistic and accurate system dynamics representation. Using this model, a simple closed-loop control system was implemented consisting of a feedforward typical Proportional-Integral (PI) controller and a feedback that enables the minimization of the induced force at the wrist of the robot for the fast suppression of the beam vibration. The manufacturing of composite material components includes highly manual process that could be automated using robots able to handle, manipulate and draping the preforms or prepregs on the molds [9] . An automation system [10] was implemented for preforming and draping dry carbon fiber textiles into a mold. It consists of a multi-functional robotic end-effector, performing gripping, draping and fixation, as well as a software solution which supports the automation of the process. Motion planning and control of robots. Well known planning methods taking into account the deformation cost were used for manipulation of sheet-like deformable objects [11] Pseudo inverse Jacobean based methods were developed for robotic manipulation or co-manipulation of fabrics. A special Jacobean of the deformable object was formulated based on the diminishing rigidity, to quickly compute an approximation to the Jacobean of the deformable object without using simulation [12] . External motion planning loop and internal impedance controller were proposed too. Immobilization methods were appeared based on rigidization by freezing or using reconfigurable grippers to be adapted to the shape of the sheet-like deformable objects as well as manipulation taken into account the gravity fields. From the above presentation of the SoA could be concluded that the main robot abilities for deformable objects manipulation are the following: i) efficiently track the objects using multiple sensors and sensor fusion techniques, ii) special dexterous and reconfigurable hands, and auxiliary equipment, iii) intelligent control for implementation of the considered complex tasks including strategies for motion planning and model free or reduced model robot controllers for the strategies implementation. Applications. The applications for robotic manipulation of deformable objects could be classified as industrial and service or home ones. A review of the current and future industrial applications requiring robotic manipulation of deformable objects appeared in [13] . They examined the international research effort of automatic manipulation of flexible materials through a classification Solid State Phenomena Vol. 260of workpieces in terms of their broad geometric shape, industrial applications, and individual processes. In industry, the fabric and leather assembly for making cloths and shoes, fabrication of composites by multiple layer placements [14] , sheet metal forming, packaging, knotting and cabling as well as food processing are large areas that could be automated based on high level manipulation abilities of robots for transferring, placing, folding and draping of deformable objects. In services, deformable objects manipulation is necessary in medicine, physiotherapy, hospitals hotels and at home. In medicine and physiotherapy robotic surgery, soft tissue manipulation and therapy training are representative applications for robotic handling of deformable human tissues and arms/legs. At hospitals, hotels and home the variety of deformable objects and tasks considering their manipulation is very high. Sheet placement and draping, after laundry cloth unfolding-folding, placement, and ironing [15] are possible applications.
Manipulation of very low to extremely low bending rigidity objects.
The main part of this paper is devoted to the presentation of the intelligent control for the manipulation of fabrics and clothes focusing on the relevant research work done by the researches of the Robotics Group, University of Patras. In this paper, the presentation is confined to the main principles of the developed methods and the interested reader could find more details in the referenced papers. A major challenge for the robotic research is the development of intelligent control systems for perception and control of robots that could be able to manipulate sheet like objects of extremely low bending rigidity like fabrics and leather. The flexible sheet like objects change their shape under gravitational forces due to very low bending rigidity. The fabrics are non-homogeneous, nonisotropic and non-linear materials. The existing types of fabrics and lather sheets present a great variety of physical characteristics and a great number of new types is added every year due to fashion evolution and to innovations in chemical and fabric making industry. The modeling of the dynamic behavior is very difficult and could be done using FEM but these models are inappropriate for real-time applications like control of their manipulation. In Fig. 1 , the necessary tasks are presented for the assembly of fabrics to make cloths [16] . In this paper we consider just the placement and manipulation on the table, and mainly the sewing process. Our approach is based on the following principles:
• Build qualitative models of the fabrics behavior than usual dynamic quantitative models.
• The experimentally accumulated knowledge is used and formulated using Fuzzy Logic or Neural Networks to build the multilevel controllers.
• The developed systems are flexible handling a great variety of fabrics, extendable and adaptable to new categories of fabrics if trained properly. [16] .
Fig.1. Manipulation tasks in sewing fabrics
Placement of fabric sheets without additional sensor feedback. An innovative approach for the wrinkle-free laying of fabrics with robots based on fuzzy logic was developed [17] . Data were gathered through laying experiments for a number of different fabrics "spanning" a wide range of their types (Fig. 2a) . Data sets were pre-processed through a subtractive clustering algorithm, and two fuzzy systems planning the robot end-effector motion for fabric placement were developed. In the first system, the fuzzy set rules were determined by clustering, and in the second system a neuro-fuzzy system was trained via backpropagation. The standard robot joint sensors were used so 22 Mechatronic Systems and Materials VIII the cost of the system is not increased. As it is shown in Fig.2b , the developed intelligent robot controller guides the end-effector to place the fabric on the table with high accuracy.
(a) (b) Fig.2. a) Knowledge acquisition. b) Experimental results for accurate placement [17] .
Folding based on fuzzy visual servoing. An indirect visual servoing fuzzy scheme was developed for the folding of fabric sheets by robots [18] . After extensive experimentation, the folding task was divided into three stages, according to the distinct fabric states observed. For the successful realization of the folding task, selected features of the shape of the fabric that used as feeback were extracted using two stand-alone cameras. Incorporating the proposed visual servoing algorithm, a reliable and flexible robotic system was developed employing low cost vision devices that allow the successful fabric folding. [18] .
Fig.3. a) The experimental stage for folding. b) The controller for folding manipulation
In Fig. 3a , the experimental stage for the fabric folding is illustrated where the location of the two cameras are shown to detect the location of the fabric on the table and its shape during folding. Fig.3b shows the block diagram of the developed controller of the robotic system for fabric folding. Intelligent hierarchical control scheme for sewing of fabrics. The robotic sewing of fabrics and leather is a quite challenging research topic and very few laboratories and research groups are currently working in this topic [16, 19] . A flexible hierarchical control scheme [16] was developed that is able to sew a wide range of fabric types without any previous knowledge concerning the properties or the model of each fabric. The presented methodology is designed towards the minimal configuration of the experimental stage for performing the entire sewing process. The incorporation of the tensile test into the sewing process acquires knowledge for the required characteristics of the fabric and avoids the use of special experimental devices, so the system's autonomy is increased. The proposed methodology processes qualitative and quantitative knowledge in different hierarchical levels in order to sew two pieces of fabrics together. Artificial Intelligence (AI) methods such as fuzzy logic and neural networks have been used throughout the levels of the hierarchical system so as to accomplish the desired system flexibility and adaptability. [16] .
In Fig. 4a , the four levels of the intelligent control scheme is shown, where in the upper levels the knowledge representation and processing is mostly qualitative, while the lower levels deal with mostly quantitative knowledge. Fig. 4b shows the experimental stage for the sewing of fabrics guided by the robot with a conventional industrial sewing machine and Fig.4c shows some stitching results comparing their quality with the seam obtained by a human operator guiding the same fabrics in the same machine under identical settings. It was concluded that the quality of the seam obtained by the robotic manipulation is higher than the one obtained by the human operator.
Unfolding and folding with single robot manipulation or robot-robot/human-robot comanipulation. Another area of robotic handling and manipulation is the unfolding and folding of cloths with possible applications at home, hospitals and hotels. A considerable number of researchers and projects are dealing with the unfolding and folding of fabrics and cloths around the world [18, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . The appeared approaches for folding/unfolding fabrics considered one robot [18, 22, 24] or two cooperative robots [20-21, 23, 25] . These approaches were based on fabric state recognition using mainly vision sensing, or on predefined folding motions that are extracted by humans' motion analysis [22] , or on high speed dynamic folding without table and using cloth models [20] , or on a combination of the above concepts [21, 23] . A methodology was presented for the manipulation planning of cloths to be unfolded based on the gravity reduction of their possible states as well as the classification of the features of the fabrics for the recognition of the upper layer of a cloth placed on the table to be unfolded [24] . The unfolded cloth (Fig. 5a ) is grasped by one corner and is hanged in order to take a shape of distinguished folds that is determined by the applied gravity forces on the fabric, then it is placed on a table (Fig. 5b) following the procedure developed in [17] .
(a) (b) Fig.5. a) The initial state of the unfolded cloth, b) The state obtained after hanging the cloth from a corner and placing it to the table [24] .
The recognition of the characteristic features of the cloth article placed on the table, such as corners, edges and layers, is made according to the proposed rules for their identification. A system for the classification of these features was introduced and a procedure was developed to recognize the upper layer to be handled by the manipulator towards unfolding (Fig. 6 ). In addition, rules based on 24 Mechatronic Systems and Materials VIII a cloth's behavior for the determination of the motion sequence are defined, that enable the robot manipulator to unfold the cloth. For the extraction of the motion sequence, the cloth's characteristic features are interpreted, through classification, into information about its configuration and then, the appropriate manipulations, according to the rules, are made. This procedure is iterated until the clothing article is unfolded and it is mostly based on decisions that are made according to rules and not on predefined manipulations. [24] .
Fig.6. Upper layer recognition
Two robots co-manipulation of fabrics could imitate the human strategies for unfolding/folding. A strategy for the robot motions for cloth unfolding was introduced by researchers from the Centre of Research and Technology Hellas in collaboration with the Robotics Group, University of Patras [25] . This is a robust method for successively detecting boundary points on images of garments hanging from a single point in order to lay on a flat horizontal surface the manipulated garment and then these points to be matched to a set of foldable templates using shape analysis techniques. The manipulated garment is then laid on a flat surface and matched to a set of foldable templates using shape analysis techniques. In Fig. 7 , the shape matching between the folded t-shirt and the corresponding template is illustrated as an example of the proposed method. Using the established correspondences with the template's landmark points, the garment is re-grasped by such two points that it will naturally unfold the cloth in a spread out configuration. Fig.7 . Shape matching between the folded cloth and the corresponding template [25] .
An approach was proposed for the development of an intelligent mechatronic system based on force-vision feedback for human-robot collaboration in manipulating the folding of large sheet fabrics [26] . The human is the guider and the robot is the follower. He decides the type of the manipulation task as well as he is planning the movements. A hierarchical control sheme was developed for the co-manipulation in folding sheets like fabrics/cloths based on force and RGB-D feedback in both higher and lower control levels of the process. In the higher level, the perception of the human's intention is used for deciding the robot's action based on the state transition diagram shown in Fig.8a ; in the lower level the robot reacts to the force/RGB-D feedback to follow human guidance (Fig.8b) . The proposed approach is tested in folding a large rectangular piece of fabric.
(a) (b) Fig.8 . The state transition diagram and the controller for the human-robot co-manipulation [26] .
Experiments demonstrated that the developed robotic system tracks the human's movement in order to help her/him to accomplish successfully the folding co-manipulation task, as it shown in Fig. 9 . Fig.9 . Robotic folding with human-robot co-manipulation [26] . Grippers design for handling of deformable objects. A broad review about grippers developed for handling fabrics was presented by P. Koustoumpardis et al. [27] . The most common gripping principles as well as the gripping techniques, sensors and control strategies are categorized and presented Different types of grippers for grasping fabrics and cloths appeared since then based on the basic principles classified in the previously mentioned paper. A specially designed sesnorsequipped gripper with a roller mechanism at the fingertips was presented in [28] . Fig.10 . The sequence of the fingers motion for succesful grasping the fabric corner laying on the lower fold of the fabric on the table [29] .
A method for the mechatronics design of grippers for the grasping and handling of fabrics was presented along with suitable strategies for the motion planning of fingers for successful grasping a piece of fabric from different corners or sides detected in various fabric configurations [29] . This design is inspired by the human fingers movements grasping a piece of fabric that is laid on a table, which thoroughly investigated to synthesize the fingers sequence too. The proposed versatile gripper is based on a simple mechanism, where the two of the three fingers (pointer and middle) are under-actuated and driven by a tendon. The plan for the sequence and the synchronization of the movements of the fingers was defined according to the grasping task. A prototype of the gripper was constructed using a 3D printer, which keeps the total cost very low. The prototype has been tested experimentally under several grasping tasks, where its agility is demonstrated.
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Conclusions and future trends
In this paper, the main theoretical and technological challenges are presented that are considered in the development of robotic systems able to understand the task and the state of deformable objects towards dexterously manipulating them. A brief SoA is presented showing the progress in this area of robotics research along with the main current and possible future applications in industry and services. The paper is focused on the methodologies for the design of intelligent robot controllers for manipulating or co-manipulating sheet-like objects made by fabrics and leather such as cloths. Considering the presented brief SoA and the fabric/cloth manipulation we could conclude with hints for future trends in research for enhancing the robot capabilities to successfully and autonomously handle a great variety of deformable objects for accomplishment of manipulation task in industry, services and at home. Higher autonomy is required which could be achieved by using the most advanced theory and practice from sensing, perception and cognition for decision making in new situations without preprogramming. Vision and perception is very important considering the variety of colorful fabrics and cloths and their theoretically infinite configurations which makes very difficult to identify their features. High dexterity versatile grippers should be developed to grasp and handle the deformable objects in any of their possible configuration. Integrated robotic workcells should be developed for the autonomous processing of a great variety of deformable components and parts in cloth, shoes, other leather/fabric products, food, and composites industry.
Self-contained robotic devices should be developed to manipulate or co-manipulate with humans deformable objects in medicine, hospitals, hotels and at home.
